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Welcome
You know what they say—the definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and
over and expecting a different outcome. Well, today you’ll learn a unique approach to
your sales and marketing processes, which will unleash more successful outcomes for
your business. We’ll share proven ideas and innovative strategies designed to help you
get more customers, along with their testimonials and referrals. Increasing their
transaction values -- While dramatically increasing how often they buy from you. In a
nutshell, increasing your profits and saving you time.
This planner contains everything you need to capture what you’ll learn today, so you
can carry these ideas and strategies with you and stay on track for the next week,
month and year.
Use this planner to record ideas and insights about the biggest opportunities you see in
your marketing and sales.
Yes, it will be hard work. Yes, Atlanta Marketing Center and I will be right here with you
as you do it. And yes, Atlanta Marketing Center and I believe in you and your dreams.
Now, let’s get started!
To your success,

Brad Lloyd
"Let's Build a Smarter Sales & Marketing Machine -- While
Creating Raving Fans, Who Flood You With Referrals ...."

Lifecycle Marketing
How are you doing in each of the 10 phases
of the customer lifecyle?

1.

2.

Building SYSTEMS to IMPLEMENT these Profit
Triggers is how to separate you from the
competition & make you more money.
What are their most common objections to doing business with you?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Who is not your target customer?
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 | Target Your Target
Narrowing Down And Choosing A Single Target Market (At A
Time).
Talking to everyone the same, is like talking to nobody.

OPPORTUNITY ANALYZER
What would happen if you spent all your marketing
money on people already interested in what you
offer?
Increase ROI _____________ %
How much money are you wasting marketing nonqualified people? $_____________

Get ready to discovering how to get more customers, get
them to come back more often, and get them to spend more
money every time they come.

4.

2 | Prospects To Pursue You
Inspiring Your Perfect Prospects To Pursue You Rather Than
You Pursuing Them

OPPORTUNITY ANALYZER
How many more leads could you attract with the
right magnets “Ethical Bribe”? _______________
Value of a new visitor $____________

"Direct Marketing" You need marketing that is measurable
and accountable- Scientifically! Smarter Selling Systems for
your business gives you predictable results, which is hugely
valuable in this business.
5.

3 | Educate and Motivate - Nurturing
Educating and motivating them so that they are anxious to
give you money.
Stop Selling, Start Giving Value.

OPPORTUNITY ANALYZER
Number of visitors you should be capturing each
month, but you are not: _________________?

Values of each of these closed leads:
$____________________
The way you want to think about your BEFORE building blocks is in the light
of, “How much would you be willing to pay someone to deliver perfect
prospects to you?”

"Marketing your business is the single highest value
activity you can be working ON, far more profitable
than working IN your business.

6.

Here, You’ll Discover the Extreme Profit Triggers Within the
DURING Building Blocks
The DURING building block begins when you meet with the prospect all the
way until the transactions are finalized and you move towards the after sales
benefits.

4 | Focused Your UNIQUE BENEFITS – ‘USP’
Present your client focused UNIQUE BENEFITS & only what’s
in it for them!

OPPORTUNITY ANALYZER
Number of prospects you “drop” because they
aren’t ready to buy today ____?

Value of lost prospects $____

7.

5 | Executing Your WOW Factors
Delivering an amazing experience to them and execute your
wow factors for exploding lifetime values.

OPPORTUNITY ANALYZER
Number of “WOW FACTOR” prospects each month
who may have bought with the right follow-up or
offer. __________

Value of lost sales. $_____________
You will attract way more buyers if you are offering to
teach them something of value, than you will attract by
simply trying to sell them your products or services…

8.

6 | Providing Amazing Service “Benefits"
Providing Amazing Service “Benefits" After The Sale Has
Been Finalized.

OPPORTUNITY ANALYZER
How do you brainstorm and multiply creative ways
to WOW your clients?

Exercise: How many creative things can you do for
$5 or less to make a positive lasting impression?
We are all in the marketing game. Marketing is
communication, storytelling, giving people a specific
CALL TO ACTION, allowing them to make it easy to
do business with you. Marketing requires
doing a bunch of stuff.
9.

Here Are Your Wildly Effective Profit Triggers Within The
AFTER Building Blocks

7 | Social Proof Systems - Testimonials
Get testimonials online & offline while you frequently
nurture the relationship. What they say about you is 1000xtimes more valuable than what you say, even if you are
1000x-times more eloquent or articulate.

OPPORTUNITY ANALYZER
Listen-up! How valuable would it be if your
testimonials persuaded new clients to buy from
you? $_____________
Imagine if your prospects were already
predisposed to do business with you, and what
would it do for your profits $________________

10.

8 | Fine Tune Your Referral Processes
Orchestrate & Finely Tune Your Referral Process. You Must
Implement Accountable & Measurable Actions.

OPPORTUNITY ANALYZER
What would it do for your business if every one of
your clients brought you an equally qualified
client? $.__________

What would happen if you had a foolproof Referral
System? $__________

Most Business Owners Believe They Get Most Of Their
Sales From Word Of Mouth -- Yet, Less than 20% Have A
Process or Tools to Insure Referrals or Lifetime Values.
11.

Must employ time-tested, proven systems to maximize
your opportunities for the BIG 3 R’s. You’ve already
discovered the importance in REFERRALS.
Now, here’s the other BIG R's:

9 | Client RETENTION Systems
“Client RETENTION” --- Did you know the Probability of
Selling to an Existing Customer is 60-70%?
When selling a NEW Prospect it is only 5 to 20%. It's your job
to show them the benefits in delivering what's Next?

OPPORTUNITY ANALYZER
What would happen to your sales if all your clients
were 100% loyal to your business? $________
Value of lost repeat customer ___________?

12.

These facts make your Customer Journey Map, Empathy Map &
Experience Map enormously valuable to your business’s success
when you employ the Strategy of Preeminence.

10 | Client REACTIVATION is Your Job
Folks get lost because of INDIFFERENCE. It’s your job to
remember them, it’s not their job to remember you. It's
your job to remember them, it's not their job to remember
you.
You Want to Build a Fence Around Your Herd.

OPPORTUNITY ANALYZER
What would happen if you had top of mind
awareness, whenever they where shopping for
what your offer, or what you could offer?___________

What would happen to your lifetime client values:
$ ____________?
13.

KEY ACTIONS IN THE NEXT 7 DAYS

KEY ACTIONS IN THE NEXT 30 DAYS

KEY ACTIONS IN THE NEXT 60 DAYS

14.

Notes
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

These 12 words that will change your life"Most People Fall In Love With Their Products,
Instead Of Their Prospects!"

15.

“Transforms Your Business from the
Inside-Out Allowing You to Attract an
Endless Flow Of The Most Desirable
Customers, While Slashing the FatOut of Your Marketing Investments”

“Ambitious IDEAS....
IMPLEMENTED !!!”

16.

